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Abstract
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Proton NMR of PbS-MPS (Brown) and Free MPS (Green).

The Proton NMR above shows PbS-MPS has a much lower signal and
broadened peaks than the free MPS ligand. This is expected as the
NP-ligand bond causes peaks to broaden and shift.
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Picture of PbS-PT solution
separated from MPS
solution after biphasic
reaction.

Picture of PbS-MPS
solution undergoing
biphasic reaction with
Propanethiol.

Methods
PbS nanoparticles were synthesized by preparing a lead precursor
solution. To synthesize the parent oleic acid-capped particles, a
solution consisting of 4 ml octadecene and 4 ml oleic acid was
prepared and 0.3 g PbO was added to the mixture in a round bottom
flask. The solution was heated under vacuum to 100 °C for 30 minutes
to dissolve the PbO and to drive off H2O.
While the lead solution was heating, a sulfur precursor solution of
0.167 ml hexamethyldisilathiane and 4 ml octadecene was degassed
under nitrogen. When the lead solution reached the desired injection
temperature (30⁰C) , the sulfur precursor was quickly injected into the
flask and allowed to cool to room temperature. The injection
temperature was modified to be 80⁰C for later batches, this improved
yields and increased exciton probability. Removal of excess ligand and
octadecene was completed by repeated precipitation in acetone and
centrifuging.
With the PbS-OLA NPs formed and collected, a 5mL solution was
made using PbS-OLA in toluene. This solution was then combined in a
20mL vial with a solution of MPS in 5mL of water. From there, the
mixture stirred for an hour while the biphasic reaction occurred. Once
finished stirring, the PbS had fully combined with the MPS ligands to
form PbS-MPS NPs. This process was then used to form all further NPs
for analysis.

This research project concluded that:
The biphasic reaction averaged mass yields of 60%.
Proton NMR showed that the ligands were bonding to the NPs.
That the biphasic reaction was easily repeatable.
Changing the sulfur precursor injection temperature influences
absorbance peak.
Lowering the amount of OLA in the synthesis of PbS-OLA decreases
the size of the nanoparticle.
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Solar power is currently becoming a popular and viable source of
energy in the world, but current photovoltaic cells have limitations
that need to be overcome before becoming the main source of energy.
A current objective is to produce cheap, efficient solar cells by
incorporating highly absorbing semiconductor nanoparticles (NPs) into
the solar cell medium. In order for the NPs to prove effective in a solar
cell, we must understand and tune the surface ligands on the NPs to
maximize charge carrier transfer into the solar cell medium.
The goal of this research is to fully characterize multiple ligand-PbS
nanoparticle combinations and prove the ease and processing
capability of ligand exchange reactions. In this experiment, various
ligands were exchanged onto lead sulfide-oleic acid nanoparticles
(PbS-OLA) using a biphasic ligand exchange reaction, a method which
shows signs of easily attaching nanoparticle ligands. A variety of thiol
ligands such as propanethiol (PT), hexanethiol (HT), and toluenethiol
(TT) were investigated. When attached, analysis was run on the PbSligand combinations. Proton NMR spectra have shown successful ligand
exchange for hexanethiol and toluenethiol to afford PbS-HT and PbSTT respectively.

Conclusions

Results

Future Plans

UV-Vis Spectra of two separate PbS-OLA batches using different
concentrations and temperatures of OLA.

The UV-Vis spectra show the size of the NPs created. The sizes and
peak absorbance of the NP was found to be influenced by the
concentration of OLA in solution with PbO, and also the temperature
of injection of the sulfur precursor. The concentration was halved in
the blue spectra and the injection temperature was increased by 2.5
times.

This research primarily focused on thiols, leaving further studies to
be done on animes and whether or not the biphasic reaction works
with amines.
The PbS-OLA to PbS-MPS reaction shows the least mass yield of each
reaction, further refining of this reaction could be studied to improve
the yield.
Also, studies on the conductivity of these NP-ligands could lead to a
more efficient solar panel.
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